EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM CHANGES MUST START IN EVERY CLASSROOM
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The Department of Education (DepEd) is on its highest advocacy for radical changes in the system addresses a straightforward and practical approaches in every situation.

The Curriculum under the K-12 program inclined more on practical approaches of teaching-learning processes. Learners in every lesson need to perform hands-on activities that will stimulate learning. Group activities offer a great role in every lesson.

Over the past years, teachers however, use already this teaching-learning techniques. The changes that the K-12 Curriculum offers somewhat not new to some teachers. Moreover, this time the lessons that should be presented can be easily uploaded through different available websites.

The issuance of learning materials and teaching materials among teachers who undergone K-12 seminar/training was really a big help too. Unfortunately, there are some grade levels who up to now don’t have the Teacher’s Guide. It is therefore in every classroom a teacher should start. Our DepEd leaders are continuously facing a universal barrier to education which pertains to lack of textbooks, classrooms, insufficient modernized instructional materials and appropriate training for teachers. But still a dedicated teacher has many ways on how these shortages can be manageable.

As a classroom teacher, let us try to give our huge support to the programs of the DepEd by diligently implementing the same inside our classroom, in order for us to have a better and more responsive education for the Filipino learners.
Indeed educational system changes must start in every four corners of our classroom.
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